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HEAD MOUNTED DISPLAY

This invention relates to a head-mounted display apparatus, in which a

display is provided on a surface through which a wearer of the apparatus views

the outside world. Included in the term "head-mounted display apparatus" are

visors, goggles and spectacles worn directly on the head, and also such articles

carried indirectly on the head by being mounted on a helmet, or other head

gear. It also includes visors, goggles and viewing windows which are built into

helmets or other head gear.

The invention is applicable to equipment worn by military personnel, in

particular infantrymen and crews of armoured fighting vehicles, aircrew and

other airborne personnel (whether civil or military) who wear helmets, divers,

and other personnel to whom visual information must be transmitted under

difficult conditions. Examples are fire-fighters and other emergency services

personnel, and the police.

The invention may also be applicable to head-mounted virtual reality

display apparatus, in which a display is provided to a wearer of the apparatus

via a surface which obscures his view of the outside world.

Prior art head-mounted display apparatus employs a flat waveguide

between the user's eye and a visor of a helmet, which waveguide acts as a

combiner and expands a pupil of image-bearing light to present an image to the

user. These displays must be made small and compact because they must fit

into the restricted space between the user's eye and the helmet, and this can

lead to cost and complexity.

In other known apparatus, images are projected onto the inner surface of

a visor and reflected from it so as to be visible to the wearer.

Precise positioning of the apparatus on the head is necessary for these

devices to work. This is not always achievable especially when the helmet may

have to be donned quickly under field conditions, e.g. when used by ground

troops.

The present invention seeks to provide alternatives to these prior art

solutions, which may avoid some of the disadvantages thereof.



According to the invention a head-mounted or helmet-mounted display

apparatus comprising an optical element which in use is disposed in front of an

eye of a user and which is curved in both azimuth and elevation relative to the

eye and configured to operate as a waveguide, a source of image-bearing light,

and diffraction means for propagation of image-bearing light through the optical

element and for releasing the image-bearing light from the optical element,

optical element and the diffraction means having optical powers such that the

released light provides a viable image to the user's eye.

As noted above, in many embodiments of the invention, the curved

optical element may be a transparent element through which the user views the

outside world.

The image-bearing light may be introduced into the optical element for

propagation therethrough via an input reflective, diffractive or transmissive

element.

The diffraction means may comprise an input diffractive element and an

output diffractive element.

At least the output diffractive element may have spherical optical power

in azimuth and elevation relative to the user's eye.

The spherical optical power may be provided by non-parallel diffractive

features of the output diffractive element.

The diffractive features may comprise a curved grating or other curved

diffractive component.

The output diffractive element may have an angular bandwidth which is

less than the angular field of view of the visible image provided to the user's

eye, the angle of diffraction of the output diffractive element varying across the

element so as to present the image to the user's eye.

Preferably an optical axis of a waveguide formed within the optical

element lies in a plane containing a sagittal axis of symmetry of the optical

element and an eye of the user.



The source of image-bearing light may comprise a display panel and

means for illuminating it, or a self-illuminating display panel.

Preferably the optical powers of optical element and the diffraction

means are such that image bearing light passes from the image-bearing light

source to the input diffractive element of the diffraction means without being

acted upon by an element having optical power.

The apparatus may comprise further said diffraction means configured

with the optical element to provide a visible image to the user's other eye.

The apparatus may comprise a respective image-bearing light source for

each diffraction means, the light source being dispersed such that relative

angular movement of the light sources about an axis of symmetry of the optical

element adjusts the inter-pupillary spacing of the images presented to the user's

eyes.

There may be a common light source for each diffraction means, and

means for switching the image-bearing light repeatedly between the first and

further diffraction means whereby to provide a visible image to each of the

user's eyes. The switching means may be an input element which is common

to the first and further diffraction means, and switchable between them.

The image-bearing light source may be configured to modify the image

synchronously with switching of the image-bearing light whereby to provide a

pair of binocular images to the user's eyes.

The invention will now be described merely by way of example with

reference to the accompanying drawings, wherein

Figure 1A, B, C and D show various forms of head-mounted apparatus,

of which Figure 1A in prior art and Figures 1B, 1C and 1D are according to the

invention;

Figures 2A and 2B are diagrammatic side and front views of the

embodiment of Figure 1B, and Figure 2C in a variation of the embodiment of

Figure 2B;



Figures 3A and 3B, and 4A and 4B illustrate a principle used in the

invention;

Figures 5A to 5D illustrate various embodiments of the invention;

Figures 6A, 6B, 7A and 7B explain features of the invention, Figures 6A

and 7A being prior art, and

Figures 7, 8 and 9 illustrate further embodiments of the invention.

Referring to Figure 1A, a soldier is shown wearing a helmet 10 having a

curved visor 12, through which he views the outside world. Supported from the

helmet by structure not shown is a light source 14 from which projects upwards

a flat slab-like waveguide 16, which is disposed under the visor in front of the

user's eye 18. An image from the source 14 is propagated through the

waveguide and diffracted out to the user's eye as a visible image. Whilst

effective, this arrangement can be costly, and the presence of the waveguide

close to the user's eye can present a hazard.

In an embodiment of the invention shown in figure 1B, part 20 of the

curved visor of the helmet is itself used as the waveguide. The light source 14

is shown here mounted outside the helmet, but it can be placed inside subject

to space being available, and to it being located so as not to present a hazard to

the user.

This concept can be extended to cases where a protective helmet is not

necessary, or can be worn separately from the display apparatus. Thus in

figure 1C, a pair of goggles, which can be worn alone or under a visorless

helmet, comprises a curved visor 22, held onto the user's head by an

elasticated strap 24. A portion 26 of the visor is configured to operate as a

waveguide, receiving image-bearing light from a source 14 and delivering it to

the user's eye 18 . Similarly in figure 1D, the curved lens portions 28 of a pair of

spectacles 30 include a waveguide portion 32 driven by a light source 14 to

deliver an image to the user's eye 18 .

Referring to figures 2A and 2B, the visor 12 of figure 1B comprises an

input diffractive element or grating 34, an output diffractive element or grating



36 angularly spaced from the input element vertically around the visor. The

waveguide portion 20 of the visor lies between the input and output diffractive

elements. The light source 14 delivers image-bearing light to the input element

34, from which it propagates through the waveguide portion 20, under total

internal reflection, to the output element 36 at thence is delivered to the user's

eye 18 . Figure 2C shows a preferred arrangement in which the light source 14

is diagonally offset around the visor so that it is disposed above the other eye

38 of the user. The waveguide portion, the axis of which is shown at 40 in

figure 2C passes through an axis of symmetry 42 of the waveguide portion 20 of

the visor 14, lying in the mid-sagittal plane 43 of the user's head. The visor, at

least in this region, is of spherical shape, and is symmetrical about the mid-

sagittal plane 43. This allows the use of a single continuous curved visor

structure rather than having to deploy a visor made of several non-continuous

surfaces. In addition to spherically shaped visors, the waveguide guide may

have different radii of curvature in azimuth and elevation.

The invention requires a pupil of image-bearing light to be conveyed from

the image source to the user's eye. This is achieved by supplementing the

optical power inherent in the curvature of the waveguide portion 20 of the visor

14 (it is of constant thickness between parallel curved surfaces) with optical

power in at least the output diffracting element 36, and if appropriate in the input

diffracting element as well. In this embodiment, the extra optical power is

obtained by adding spherical power in the azimuthal plane of the output

diffractive element 36 in front of the eye. Thus the spherical power is provided

in both azimuth and elevation relative to the user's eye 18 . Referring to figure

3A, here it is illustrated that a conventional straight-ruled grating 44 would not

converge diffracting light to a pupil at the user's eye. If the grating instead has

increased spherical power, as showing at 46 in figure 3B, convergence to a

pupil at the eye is achieved. The spherical power is provided by curving the

grating lines 48 upwards gradually across their length and varying their spacing

relative to the centre of the grating, thereby providing a diffractive component

orthogonally to the main sideways extent of the grating lines.



In more detail, figure 4A shows how the conventional grating 44 of figure

3A diffracts parallel rays of light 45 incident anywhere on its surface through the

same angle so that they remain parallel after diffraction. In other words the

grating has zero optical power (infinite focal length). In figure 4B, the grating

lines 48 are curved upwards, whilst maintaining the same even spacing as the

grating lines 44 of figure 3A. Incident parallel rays remain parallel after

diffraction when viewed in elevation as at 47, but are convergent when viewed

in the azimuthal plane. When additionally the spacing of the grating lines is

reduced as a function of the distance y from the horizontal centre line of the

grating (figure 4C), parallel incident rays also are convergent after diffraction in

the elevational plane. Thus the grating can be given spherical and/or cylindrical

optical power.

By applying these principles to the grating lines of the output and/or input

diffractive elements 36, 34, these elements can be given optical power in either

or both of the azimuthal and elevational planes (i.e. spherical and/or cylindrical

optical power). The necessary curvature and spacing of the grating lines can

be determined either by optical calculation methods or by iterative simulation.

The portion 20 of the visor which acts as a waveguide is of part-spherical shape

and of constant thickness. It thereby has spherical optical power with respect to

light propagating through it from the input to the output diffractive elements.

The optical powers of the waveguide and these two elements are chosen and

combined using optical calculation methods or by iterative simulation so that the

elements 34, 20 and 36 behave as a lens system to deliver a visible image to

the user's eye.

Figures 5A to 5D show various forms of image-generating light sources

which may be used in the invention. In figure 5A, light from a point source 50

passes through a beam splitter 52 to illuminate the surface of a reflective

display panel 54. Light reflected from the panel, now image-bearing, is

reflected at the beam splitter through a focussing lens 60 to the input diffracting

element 34 at thence to the user's eye 18 as already described.



In figure 5B the display panel 54 is transmissive rather than reflective.

Light from the source 50 passes through the display panel and the lens 60 to

the input diffracting element 34 as before.

In figure 5C the display panel 54 is self-illuminated. For example it may

be an organic light emitting diode matrix. Light from the display passes through

the lens 60 to the input diffractive element 34.

In a preferred form of the invention, the functionality of the focussing lens

60 is achieved within the diffracting means 34, 36 and the waveguide 20. For

example the focussing power of the lens may be achieved in the input

diffracting element 34. The complex optical power of the lens system 60, which

would otherwise be used to collimate the image on the display panel 54 into the

waveguide can be contained within the input diffracting element 34. Once again

this is achieved through the use of a complex diffracting fringe structure that is

not just a plane linear grating. The exact power required depends on the shape

and form of the curved waveguide and the optical power contained within the

output diffracting element 36. Regardless of the exact prescription of this

optical power the structure once again contains curved fringes (grating lines)

that allow for a bulk diffraction along the prime axis of the waveguide 20 but with

a spherical component to give focussing power. This spherical focussing

component again curves the fringes to give an azimuth component of diffraction

and also contains a variable pitch of fringe in the vertical axis to give a

focussing component in the elevation axis.

Then as shown in figure 5D, the lens 60 can be omitted, simplifying the

optical architecture and achieving apparatus of lower mass, volume and

complexity.

A typical known flat waveguide display 62 (figure 6A) has the capability

of allowing a wide field of view in the axis parallel to the diffractive element

structure 64. However this waveguide is not pupil-forming and consequently

the edge 66 of the field of view does not fall usefully within the exit pupil 68 of

the display. Also, an extremely large waveguide would be required to avoid

vignetting at the edge of the field of view, leading to difficulties in



accommodating it within head or helmet-mounted apparatus. In contrast the

optical system of the present invention is pupil-forming, and so a compact

display with a wide field of view can be provided as shown in figure 6B.

The present invention also can be advantageous in that it can be

implemented using only lower angular bandwidth gratings. Figure 7A is an

enlarged view of part of the prior art structure of figure 1A . An output diffraction

element 70 of the slab waveguide 16 is required to have a full angular

bandwidth φ at every point on the diffraction element if rays 72 at the margins of

the field of view are to be resolved within the compass of the user's eye. This

brings with it the disadvantage that extraneous light (for example, sunlight)

passing through the waveguide 16 from the outside world may couple into the

diffractive element and be directed to the user's eye. This can be distracting

and may veil the user's view of the display and of the outside world.

In the present invention, however, as shown in figure 7B, the output

diffractive element 36 may be displaced from the pupil at the user's eye, so that

each part of the diffractive element need have only a relatively narrow angular

bandwidth θ centred around the angle at which that part of the element is

required to diffract image-bearing light to the user's eye 18 . For example the

region 74, 76, 78 of element 36 all have the same angular bandwidth, but the

spherical power of the element 36 is such that each region diffracts light

received from within the waveguide 20 at a different angle so as to deliver it to

the user's eye. Thus rays diffracted at region 74 are directed at an angle x to

the normal at the surface of the element 36, whereas rays diffracted at region

78 are directed almost normally to the element surface. Rays at region 76 are

at an intermediate angle. By limiting the angular bandwidth of the diffractive

elements in this manner, less solar energy will be coupled to the eye via the

waveguide element.

The invention has so far been described in the context of presenting an

image to one eye of the viewer. However it is well adapted for bi-ocular or

binocular applications. Thus, figure 2C shows an embodiment in which the

image source 14 and input diffracting element 34 are disposed over one eye of

the user, and an image is transmitted to his other eye. The arrangement can be



replicated for the other eye as shown in figure 8, where an additional image

source 80 provides image bearing light to further input and output gratings

arranged to diffract the light diagonally through the central waveguiding part 20

of the visor and thence to the user's other eye 38. The propagation paths of the

light passing to the user's eyes 18, 38 intersect on the axis of symmetry 42 of

the visor. By making the input and output diffractive elements of each path

oversized and optimised, it is possible then to allow for relative rotational

movement of the light sources around the axis 42. This permits variations in the

inter-pupillary distance (eye spacing) of different wearers of the same apparatus

to be accommodated, as illustrated in exaggerated form in figure 8 . This facility

is particularly useful for helmet-mounted equipment which may be used by more

than one person, for example by foot soldiers, or where the helmet has to be

donned quickly and not always into a repeatable position on the user's head.

The images delivered to the user's two eyes can be identical (i.e. a bi-ocular

arrangement); this is suitable for the presentation of data. Alternatively, two

slightly different images may be prevented (left eye and right eye images) so as

to provide a binocular or stereoscopic image giving an impression of depth.

Such images for example can be obtained in a night-vision system from a pair

of helmet-mounted infra-red cameras. Alternatively, the image can be video or

graphical information supplied from elsewhere.

Figure 9 shows another embodiment which provides bi-ocular or

binocular images. There is a single image source 82, and a switchable input

diffractive element 84 common to both left and right eye image systems. This

element is positioned on the sagittal axis of the visor and has extending from it

waveguides 20 through the visor to respective right and left eye output

diffractive gratings 36, 36'. In a bi-ocular arrangement, the image source

provides continuous image-bearing light to the input diffractive element 84. This

element switches the light between the left and right eye paths, typically at

about 50-60Hz to avoid flicker. An identical image thus is provided to both

eyes. For binocular images, the image source 82 is switched in synchronisation

with the diffractive element 84, and provides slightly different images to each

eye.



The invention also includes any novel features or construction of features

herein disclosed, regardless of whether specifically claimed. The abstract is

repeated here as part of the specification.

A helmet- or head-mounted apparatus has a visor or other curved optical

element in front of at least one eye of a wearer, which element also is used as a

waveguide. Image-bearing light is injected into the waveguide via an input

diffractive element, and propagates through the visor to an output diffractive

element which releases the light. The optical powers of the curved waveguide

and the input and output diffractive elements are selected so that the released

light is delivered as an image to the user's eye.



CLAIMS

1. A head-mounted or helmet-mounted display apparatus comprising an

optical element which in use is disposed in front of an eye of a user and

which is curved in both azimuth and elevation relative to the eye and

configured to operate as a waveguide, a source of image-bearing light,

and diffraction means for propagation of image-bearing light through the

optical element and for releasing the image bearing light from the optical

element, the optical element and the diffraction means having optical

powers such that the released light provides a visible image to the user's

eye.

2 . The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the diffraction means comprises an

input diffractive element and an output diffractive element.

3 . The apparatus of claim 2 wherein at least the output diffractive element

has spherical optical power in azimuth and elevation relative to the user's

eye.

4 . The apparatus of claim 3 where in spherical optical power is provided by

non-parallel diffractive features of the output diffractive element.

5 . The apparatus of claim 4 wherein the diffractive features comprise a

curved diffractive component.

6 . The apparatus of any of claims 2 to 5 wherein the output diffractive

element has an angular bandwidth which is less than the angular field of

view of the visible image provided to the user's eye, the angle of

diffraction of the output diffractive element varying across the element so

as to present the image to the user's eye.

7 . The apparatus of any preceding claim wherein an optical axis of a

waveguide formed within the optical element lies in a plane containing a

sagittal axis of symmetry of the optical element and an eye of the user.

8 . The apparatus of any preceding claim wherein the source of the image-

bearing light comprises a display panel and means for illuminating it, or a

self-illuminating display panel.



9 . The apparatus of any preceding claim wherein the optical powers of the

optical element and the diffraction means are such that image-bearing

light passes from the image-bearing light source to the diffraction means

without being acted upon by an element having optical power.

10 . The apparatus of any preceding claim comprising a further said

diffraction means configured with the optical element to provide a visible

image to the user's other eye.

11. The apparatus of claim 10 comprising a respective image-bearing light

source for each diffraction means, the light sources being disposed such

that relative angular movement of the light sources about an axis of

symmetry of the optical element adjusts the inter-pupillary spacing of the

image presented to the user's eyes.

12 . The apparatus of claim 10 comprising a common light source for each

diffraction means, and means for switching the image-bearing light

repeatedly between the first and further diffraction means whereby to

provide a visible image to each of the user's eyes.

13 . The apparatus of claim 12 wherein the switching means is an input

element which is common to both the first and the further diffraction

means, and switchable between them.

14. The apparatus of claim 12 or claim 13 wherein the image-bearing light

source is configured to modify the image synchronously with switching of

the image-bearing light whereby to provide a pair of binocular images to

the main eyes.

15 . The apparatus of any preceding claim wherein the curved optical element

is a transparent element through which the user views the outside world.
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